


A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN A MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear beloved members, thank you very much for your 
continued support and commitment to flagging Nature 
Tanzania in the conservation and community develpment 
sectors.  The July-September quarter was marked by the fifth 
Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 8th September 2022. I 
appreciate your participation which made a decision to choose 
a new board of directors and also approve the financial report 
of 2021 and the Chairman’s report for 2021/2022. On behalf 
of the new board I present thanksgiving to every member 

and we promise to guide Nature Tanzania grow wider. 
The long wait of joining the BirdLife International Partnership 
became real in July 2022 and on the list we have Nature 
Tanzania as the youngest partner at the global level and now  
is among the 26 BirdLife International partners in Africa. 
It is not always easy getting to such higher status level that 
entails rigorous processes of quality assurrance assessments. 
The good membership base has greatly added value to this 

biggested achievement. Cheer!
Kindly renew your membership if it has lapsed and help to 
recruit more new members to support Nature Tanzania’s 
conservation work especially the Bird Ringing & Biodiversity 
Monitoring (BiMO program) in the East Usambara, Tanga.

It is with great honor to become part of the BirdLife International. In 
July 2022 we received acceptance and approval for Nature Tanzania 
to join BL International. We were also priviledged to participate in the 
BirdLife 100 World Congress in the UK. This was a great opportunity 
for us to interact with BL partners from different countries across the 
globe. This is the achievement to be celebrated by everyone; members, 

partners, stakeholders and the communities who we work with.
Two new projects were launched in the ending quarter; one in the 
East Usambara where a two-years project School Environmental 
Education in Derema (SEED) is working with school communities 
to enhance conservation of the Derema Forest Corridor that 
connects Amani-Nilo Nature Reserves. The project is funded by 
USAID Tuhifadhi Maliasili Project. On the other hand a three-years  
project, Integrated Approach to Protecting Wildlife from Poisoing 
in Mara-Serengeti was launched in Meatu District where we are 
working with local communities to address the belief-based use of 

vulture parts in traditional medicine.
We ackowledge the partnership growth with the University of Dar es 
Salaam who recommended four  university students for field practical 
training at Nature Tanzania, other partners are acknowledged as well. 
We acknowledge the good support from the government authorities, 
members of Nature Tanzania and the communities where we work. 

Our donors are acknowledged for the good financial support.

Emmanuel Mgimwa
Executive Director

John Y. Salehe
Chairman
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MESSAGES FROM THE CHAIRMAN AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Nature Tanzania is a national conservation Non-
Governmental Organization (NGO) with interests in 
conservation of birds and their habitats, community 
empowerment and engagement, research and 
monitoring. We are using birds as indicators of ecosystem 
health and a tool for biodiversity conservation. Our 
mission is to conserve and restore key biodiversity 
habitats that are identified as Important Bird and 
Biodiversity Areas (IBAs) in Tanzania for the benefit 
of the present and future generations. Our work and 
actions are informed by science and focuses on four 
main pillars;

1 Save Species:
2. Sites and habitats:
3. Ecological sustainability:
4. Positive change of peoples’ attitudes

Nature Tanzania works closely with BirdLife 
International, the world’s leader in bird conservation. 

This newsletter is published by Nature Tanzania with support from the Nature and 
Biodiversity Conservation Union (NABU).

ABOUT NATURE TANZANIA
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Being the BirdLife 
International partner 
in Tanzania, Nature 
Tanzania is committed 
to supporting the 
monitoring of 
Important Bird and 
Biodiversity Areas 
(IBAs). In Tanzania, 
we have 80 identified 
IBAs but only a 

few have recently been assessed on status, pressure 
and response. With the very limited financial and 
technical resources it is challenging to reach all, 
therefore, prioritizing those of highest demand for 
conservation support. These sites are covered through 
frequent birdwatching activities by our members and 
volunteers. However, we need more volunteers to 
take part given the size of the country and financial 
constraints.
Most of these IBA sites are of high economic importance 
and host biodiversity of conservation values therefore 
understanding their trends is a priority. We are keen 
to work with you all and government authorities at all 
levels and local communities, our key stakeholders.

2022-2025 priority IBAs
1. East Usambara Mountains
2. Kilombero valley Ramsar site
3. Lake Natron Ramsar Site
4. Kagera swamps
5. South Serengeti (Makao WMA)
6. Mara River wetland
7. Coastline and coastal forests

In collaboration with the University of Dar es Salaam we 
are implementing the BiMO training program. BiMO 
is a locally crafted conservation program tailored with 
capacity building to Nature Tanzania members and 
young graduate conservationists. It is largely supported 
by your membership annual subscription fees.

The BiMO training program was launched in September 
2020 and has so far recruited three cohorts reaching 
27 NT members (12 female) including university/
college students and graduates from the University of 
Dar es Salaam (UDSM),  College of African Wildlife 
Management - MWEKA, Sokoine University of 
Agriculture (SUA), University of Dodoma (UDOM), 
Sebastian Kolowa Memorial University (SEKOMU), 
National College of Tourism (NCT), members of 
Attraction Birds Conservation (ABC) and Freelance 
Guides. Also, the training has reached ecologists and 
scientists from the Eastern Arc Mountains Conservation 
Endowment Fund (EAMCEF) and Tanzania National 
Parks (TANAPA).
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ADVOCATING FOR IBAs MONITORINGMore support needed for Bird Ringing and More support needed for Bird Ringing and 

Biodiversity Monitoring (BiMO) Training Program Biodiversity Monitoring (BiMO) Training Program 
in the East Usambara Mountainsin the East Usambara Mountains

Materials needed for sustainability of BiMO Program

No. Materials and 
Equipment

No. Materials and 
Equipment

1 2 Cameras 2 10 (10x42) 
binoculars

3 2 GPS 4 10 Rain coats

5 10 Tents 6 10 Rain boots

7 2 Gas cookers and 
refilling

8 Camp chairs

9 Camp tables 10 Solar lantern / Head 
lamps

11 Field guides (birds, 
plants, insects, 
reptiles, etc.)

12 Food for 21 people 
*15 days* 4 times a 
year

13 A motorcycle for field 
Logistics and activities

14 4 digital 
refractometer

For joining our membership or donating, please contact 
us via +255 689111313 or email info@naturetanzania.or.tz
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Updates from the 5th Annual General Meeting (AGM), September 2022
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NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2022/2025

John Salehe
Chairman

Sirili Akko
Secretary

Lota Melamari
Treasurer

Zulpha Mfinanga
Member

Yuthness Godfrey
Member

Rumisha
Member

Jasson John
Member

Being a membership NGO, Nature Tanzania convenes 
the General Meeting of members annually. In 2022 we 
convened the 5th AGM on 8th September 2022. This 
year’s AGM was exceptional as was conducted in two 
segments, the first on 30th August 2022 focusing on 
presentations of projects progress and the second on 
8th September 2022 summarizing updates on project 
implementation, presenting a financial audited report 
for 2021 and electing the new board of directors. Both 
meetings were convened online through zoom with 
few members attending physically at our head office 
in Arusha.
Thirty-eight (38) members attended the online 
seminar where seven presentations were made.
1. Climate Smart Agriculture - A winning Strategy for 

Spice farmers in Amani Forest Reserve, presented by 
Scholastica Mbinile a Project Officer based in Amani, 
Tanga.

2. Connecting Ecological Land Use, SDGs with White 
Stork Conservation in Central Tanzania, presented 
by Neema Mwaja, a Project Officer based in Kongwa, 
Dodoma.

3. Status and Conservation of Grey Crowned Crane- 
in North Western Tanzania, presented by Leonidas 
Momburi, a Project Officer based in Kyerwa, Kagera.

4. Saving Vultures from Poisoning and belief-based Use 
in Traditional Medicine while Improving People’s 
Livelihoods in Mara-Serengeti. Where do we strike 
a balance? presented by Alpha Mfilinge, a Species 
Conservation Officer based in Meatu, Simiyu.

5. School Environmental Education in Derema (SEED 
Project) - Connect with Nearby Future, presented by 
Michael Nilongo, Environmental Education Officer 
based in Amani, Tanga.

6. The Success of the Community Revolving Fund 
(CRF) as a tool for conservation at Lake Natron, 
presented by Edwin Kamugisha, Program Officer 
based in Arusha.

7. Membership Growth and a Recruitment Strategic 
Plan  2022/2023, presented by Hawa Kamwendo, 
Officer Manager based in Arusha.

Presentations were discussed openly and actions 
noted for some issues which required improvements 
and scaling up.
We thank all members who participated in both 
meetings and we welcome you again to participate 
in series of these online seminars. Guidance about 
the next seminar will be communicated to you soon.

We are very much thankful to the first board of 
Nature Tanzania that ended its service in September 
2022. We also congratulate all elected members of the 
the second board. The second board was elected on 
8th September during the 5th Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) that was convened phyiscally at Arusha Head 
Office and online through zoom meetings. This will 
govern for three years (2022-2025) with possible 
re-election for the next two years term as per NT’s 
constitution Three members are quite new to the 
board and we believe they will be very supportive to 
mentor Nature Tanzania with shared experience from 
other members who were part of the outgoing board. 

OUTGOING MEMBERS

Thomas Mbise Mwanaidi Mkwizu

James Matee Gloria Bideberi

Participation during the Online Seminar on 30th August 2022
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THE BREAkTHROUGH: COMMUNITy REVOlVING FUND (CRF) HElpS TURNING 
SpICE FARMERS’ DREAMS IN AMANI NATURE FOREST RESERVE INTO REAlITy

By: Scholastica D. Mbinile

Amani Nature Forest Reserve (ANFR) is part of the 
Eastern Arc Mountains, a global biodiversity hotspot 
located in the district of Muheza in Tanga region. 
The forest is referred to as home of endemism as 
it comprises of many endemic and unique species 
including Long-billed Forest-warbler, a near-endemic 
and critically endangered bird and other special birds 
like Usambara Hyliota, Fischers’ Turaco, Usambara 
Eagle-owl, Amani Sunbird and Banded Green Sunbird. 
Endemic chameleons e.g. Three-horned Usambara 
Chameleon, rare amphibians and snakes, Black-And-
White Colobus monkeys are also common at Amani. It 
is a home of endemic plant such as Saint Paulia.
Spice farming is one of the main sources of income for 
communities in Amani forest. It contributes to Muheza 
District Council income by far than any other areas at 
district and regional level. A growing population and 
therefore the need to expand spice farms have forced 
farmers to encroach on forests leading to deforestation. 
This encroachment is also linked to destruction of 
water sources, habitat loss, loss of soil fertility and 
erosion. Farmers here practice farming which is 
not very productive and yields in low returns in the 
national and international markets. However, farmers 
lack sufficient skills to practice organic spice farming, 
which is climate smart, and profitable. Nevertheless, 
Poor access to financial loans by smallholder farmers 
in ANFR impedes improved farming, value addition 
and marketing of spices products.  
To address this, Nature Tanzania - BirdLife International 
partner in Tanzania, is promoting the uptake of climate 
smart agriculture in ANFR through the AfriEvolve - 
Climate Smart Agriculture Project. The project seeks 
to help forest-adjacent communities’ better cope with 
current and future climate variability by facilitating the 
acquisition of necessary skills and inputs to be more 
resilient to climate change effects on spice farming. 
FAO (2010) defines CSA as agriculture that sustainably 
increases productivity, enhances resilience (adaptation), 
reduces/removes GHGs (mitigation) where possible, 
and enhances achievement of national food security and 
development goals. AfriEvolve project interventions 
in Tanzania aims at establishing spice agroforestry 
systems which will help to promote the expansion of 
sustainable, ecologically sound spice cultivation, the 
improvement of the value chain and improved market 
access for increased agricultural productivity, food 
security and adaptation to climate change.

To make an impact and sustainable intervention, 
Nature Tanzania implements CRF system to provide 
loans to improve spice farming and business. Through 
the Community Revolving Fund (CRF), money raised 
for a specific purpose is made available to contributors 
as soft loans.  Spice farmers are being provided loans 
at 6% interest rate to improve their spices production 
and business while ensuring conservation. Loan 
beneficiaries sign a contract that guides them to use 
the loan for activities that are environmental friendly 
and agreement to conserve the forest by planting trees.
Mbomole hill spice farmers group is one of the group 
that acquired loans from Nature Tanzania through 
CRF system. The group has been engaging in spice 
processing and marketing for two years (since 2020) 
but they were facing capital constraints that made 
their business less successful. After being provided 
with the loan, Mbomole group purchased a machine 
of their own and other important materials such as 
packaging bottles, labels, drier and weighing balance. 
After acquiring the loan, Mbomole group has been 
able to improve their products quality, quantity and 
marketing. The group intends to establish a small spice 
processing factory which will help their fellow farmers 
to have a secured market for their products and thus 
this will reduce impact from middle man who were 
taking farmers spices at very low price.
“Through loan we have acquired from NT, we were able to 
improve our products packaging. Now we own a processing 
machine which enables us to process about a ton of spices 
products- this is our goal. Thank you Nature Tanzania for 
this intervention, we are now able to make different spice 
products such as Pilau masala, tea masala, Binzari Masala, 
Chicken Masala, beef Masala, fish masala, black paper, 
cloves, cinnamon and cardamom. We look forward to 
produce products that meets national and international 
market needs”. Mr. Daffa MOLE group chairman.
Nature Tanzania’s ultimate goal is to have a revolving 
fund that provides sustainable and long-term capital 
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UDSM, TRAINING FIElD STUDENTS AT UDSM, TRAINING FIElD STUDENTS AT 
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thus, after the project is completed this fund will remain 
and continue to be under the supervision of the CRF 
committee and NT will continue to participate in this 
committee. It is our mission to support at least 100 
farmers through CRF until the end of the project. So 
far, three registered farmers groups making a total of 
32 farmers (22 female) were provided a loan of TZS 
11,707,250.00. The loan has been used by spice farmers 
to improve their farms and spice marketing cycle.

Nature Tanzania firmly believes in building capacity of 
youth in creating the generation that value conservation 
and take action to save nature. For two years NT 
has been hosting and nurturing students from the 
Department of Zoology and Wildlife Conservation of 
the University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM) for the field 
practical training. Students were allocated to different 
offices of NT where they were trained, mentored and 
exposed to career opportunities by NT staff. Below are 
the shared experiences and evaluation on how they 
spent their time and learned from NT.

Neema Mashili
Nature Tanzania exposed me to 
various conservation activities 
such as the establishment of tree 
nurseries in several schools by 
using indigenous seeds found in 
central Tanzania. I also gained 
experience on procedures and 

methods used to conduct apiary program activities by 
using both traditional and modern technologies. I was 
interested in coordinating bird watching activities with 
students in primary and secondary schools and with the 
local communities as well, which inspired me to learn 
more about birds. I didn’t hesitate to immediately join 
Nature Tanzania  with such exposure and inspiration.

Samuel Christopher Slaa
Despite the COVID pandemic 
crisis, I considered it a privilege to 
be able to complete my practical 
training in one of Tanzania’s 
fastest-growing bird conservation 
organizations. I had a really 
amazing experience working 

with Nature Tanzania, and I was so interested in how 
the organization engaged students in implementing 
various projects in different communities. Furthermore, 
the organization’s hardworking spirit and strong 
determination to promote sustainable conservation 
by transforming and improving the livelihoods of the 
communities. They tried their best to expose us to 
different programs pertaining administration as well 
as project implementation.

Fortunata Peter
At Nature Tanzania in Amani field 
office, Tanga, I had a phenomenal 
experience. Being able to learn 
many new things such as spice 
farming and interacting directly 
with farmers who were ready to 

On realizing the importance of linking farmers with 
markets Nature Tanzania supported three representatives 
of spice farmers to participate in NaneNane exhibitions 
in Morogoro that started on 1st to 8th August 2022. The 
delegation was hosted by Muheza District Council at its 
exhibition block where a booth was secured for selling 
spice products and sharing knowledge and experience 
about how spice farming and processing is undertaken 
in Amani, Tanga. So, farmers learned extensively on 
branding, marketing and interacted with different 
experts to learn about the use of agri-technologies in 
adding value chain to spices. 

Representatives of Mbomole Hill Spice Farmers Group 
together with Mr. Sylvester Mziray (in the middle) during 

NaneNane exhibitions in Morogoro
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share their indigenous knowledge on spice farming was 
more than I could ask. Also, I got a chance to  learn about 
coordinating  birdwatching sessions with  students from 
Msasa-IBC Primary School who were eager to learn 
about birds despite the challenges they faced such as the 
lack of birdwatching equipment including the binoculars 
which in one way or another could have improved the 
efficiency of learning.

Hope Titus
Nature Tanzania exposed me to 
both indoor and outdoor office 
work such that I learned how 
Community Based Conservation 
is conducted for the purpose of 
saving bird species such as Lesser 
Flamingos (NT) at Lake Natron 

and Long-billed Forest-Warbler (CR) at Amani Nature 
Reserve in the East Usambara Mountains, Tanga. I 
also acquired knowledge on how to interact with the 
community living and sharing the environment with the 
birds that are to be conserved. Nature Tanzania helped 
me improve on the knowledge about birds through 
birding activities which we conducted frequently in 
Arusha with Nature Tanzania members and non-
members. I grew interest in birds from NT and I really 
appreciate everything that I learned during the training

Dorcas Massangwa
My stay  here was good with lots 
of learning from the secretariat on 
cross-cutting office work.  Being 
based at the Head Office I was 
trained on administration issues, 
coordination of membership 

engagement activities, project planning, coordination, 
implementation and monitoring, and was introduced 
to a bit of financial protocols that are to be adhered to 
during project implementation. The field sessions on 
monitoring IBA at Eluanata Dam and Lake Duluti in 
Arusha built my capacity which I am now proud of. As a 
member of Nature Tanzania I will continue sharing this 
knowledge with my fellow students at the University. 

Ivona Madata
I loved the partnership 
between Nature Tanzania 
and the University of Dar 
es Salaam, had it not been 
this maybe I could never 
get an opportunity to learn 
from this organization. 
At Nature Tanzania, I 

learned a number of things including project planning, 
management, implementation and monitoring. 
Partnership for conservation of nature, community 

engagement in conservation of nature, science-citizen 
approaches, IBAs monitoring and networking are some 
of the things that I picked most to have been of good 
experience for me as a young conservationist in the 
conservation career. I recommend young students at the 
University of Dar es salaam to choose Nature Tanzania for 
field practical trainings as they will assuredly learn how 
communities are center in conservation.

Nesia Venance
Nature Tanzania introduced 
me to numerous conservation 
activities such as addressing 
the illegal killing of birds 
(particularly the White Stork) in 
local communities and schools. 
As a result I gained more social 
confidence and learned how to 

plan and involve communities in conservation activities. 
I also gained skills on honey harvesting, processing, 
packaging branding and marketing. Moreover, through 
the public health education provided by Sustainable 
Health Initiatives (SHI), I learned about family planning 
and contraceptive methods, and how they may be used 
as interventions to reducing population pressure so as to 
reduce negative environmental impact caused by rapid 
human population growth. Additionally, I supported 
coordination of birdwatching activities with students and 
local communities, as a result I was able to identify various 
bird spicies. The knowledge I received motivated me to 
join Nature Tanzania without hesitation.

Lela Kimamule
I was introduced 
to a variety of 
c o n s e r v a t i o n 
activities by 
Nature Tanzania, 
such as raising 
environmenta l 
c o n s e r v a t i o n 

awareness in primary and secondary schools. My 
communication skills have increased as a result of the 
conducted communication skills training, and I now 
feel more confident and have the capacity to engage 
communities in conservation activities. Furthermore, I 
gained entrepreneurship skills while learning with spice 
farmers at Amani on how to prepare spice products from 
the processing stage to the packaging stage. Since Amani 
Nature Forest Reserve is renowned for its high number 
of endemic and threatened species, I was inspired to 
study more about birds, which helped me enhance my 
identification skills. In addition, I gained more experience 
in the preparation of good presentations, work plans and 
progress reports.
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GREy CROWNED CRANE (GCC) 
CONSERVATION pROJECT IN kAGERA

UPDATES ON NT MEMBERSHIP GROWTH; 
RESUBSCRIPTION AND RECRUITMENT

JOIN OUR MEMBERSHIP TODAY!
Our members are our strength. Join our membership 

today and support us to deliver conservation work on the 
ground and be part of the global community who loves and 
cares about birds. Your membership fee will support our 
initiatives including the Bird and Biodiversity Monitoring 

(BiMO) program in the Eastern Arc Mountains.

Membership categories
1. Individual – Tshs 30,000
2. Student – Tshs. 10,000

3. Corporate - $500

For details on new membership or to renew one, 
please contact us through +255 689 111 313 or info@

naturetanzania.or.tz 

Story by: Leonidas Momburi

Nature Tanzania with funding from Rwanda 
Wildlife Conservation Association (RWCA), 
NABU International Foundation and Crane 
Conservation Germany (CCG), continues to 
implement a Grey Crowned Crane Conservation 
Project in Northwestern Tanzania.
The project is implemented in Kyerwa and 
Karagwe Districts and covers several wetlands 
including Rwenkende wetlands, Isingiro 
wetlands, Nkwenda wetlands, Chamchuzi 
wetlands, Buragare wetlands, Muguruka 
wetlands,Nyakabanga wetlands, Kibindo 
wetlands, Nyakabira/Mabare wetlands and 
Ruhita wetlands. All these wetlands are potential 
sites for the Grey Crowned Cranes.
Conservation of Grey Crowned Cranes is achieved 
through raising awareness programs in different 
villages and primary schools. Sixteen (16) 
awareness raising meetings were conducted 
reaching diffirent benefiaciaries including 
farmers, fishermen, cattle grazers and the school 
communities. The notable great achievement 
in this quarter was the recruitment of ten (10) 

Community Conservation Champions. These 
champions were recruited to support the project 
in regular monitoring and creating awareness for 
the far sites which the project officer alone would 
take long without monitoring. The champions 
received introductory trainings on key tips for 
conservation of the Grey Crowned Cranes.
The Northwestern population of GCC does 

Dear our esteemed members, we continue to thank you 
for being part of Nature Tanzania conservation family. 
The efforts that we put up together have great impact to 

conservation of our country’s biodiversity.
We thank the 24 new members who joined in the July-
September quarter. This makes a total of 326 members 
of NT since the organization was registered on 5th 

September 2016. 
Membership ID cards are available for all members, 
to get your card please contact our membership desk, 

+255 689111313 or info@naturetanzania.or.tz
You are encouraged to resubscribe your membership 
fees annually for sustainablity of our organisation. 
Kindly support by recruiting more members who 
together we support the conservation initiatives. Key 
information on membership categories and procedures 

of payment are highlighted below.

seasonal movements across the Rwanda-
Tanzania-Uganda political borders and faces 
crosscutting threats notably loss of breeding 
habitats, loss of roosting sites, hunting of chicks 
and collection of eggs. To solve these challenges 
Nature Tanzania joined the crossboundary 
partnership and so we are collaborating with 
Rwanda Wildlife Conservation Association 
(RWCA), Nature Uganda (NU) and International 
Crane Foundation (ICF) to jointly address these 
conservation challenges and save the remaining 
population from decline.
A reconnainsence survey was recently conducted 
in August to identify the areas/sites that could 
be potential for a crossboundary census of 
these endangered birds. We look forward to 
collaborating with the relevant government 
authorities in accompplishing this task.

http://info@naturetanzania.or.tz
http://info@naturetanzania.or.tz


UpDATES ON THE pROJECT pROGRESS OF THE IllEGAl kIllING OF BIRDS IN DODOMA; 
COMMUNITIES AND SCHOOlS ENGAGEMENTS, COMMUNICATING THE pOISONING 

CHAllENGES AND THE AppROACH TOWARDS MITIGATION
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Story by: Neema Mwaja & Laurencia Zacharia

The  Niedersächsischer Landesbetrieb für 
Wasserwirtschaft, Küsten- und Naturschutz (NLWKN) 
and NABU International Foundation for Nature are 
acknowledged for financial and technical support for 
implementation of the IKB project in Dodoma. In this 
project we are collaborating with Sustainable Health 
Initiatives (SHI), Tanzania Forest Service Agency (TFS), 
Kongwa District, and Mpwapwa District as local project 
partners. The project is implemented in four villages 
(Manungu, & Molisheni in Kongwa District, Ng’hambi & 
Msagali in Mpwapwa District). We work with 6 schools (3 
Schools in Kongwa - Kongwa Secondary School, Manungu 
Primary School, and Chimlata Primary School), 3 schools 
in Mpwapwa District (Ng’hambi Primary School, Chunyu 
Secondary School, and Msagali Primary School)
The project has four specific objectives including awareness 
creation through nature education and sports, supporting 
and improving alternative livelihoods and income generating 
activities, promoting family planning and public health, as well as 
promoting sustainable agriculture, and landscape restoration. 

Environment clubs
We managed to invite 
new club members in 
three schools-Mpwapwa 
DC (Ng’hambi Primary 
School, Chunyu 
Secondary School, and 
Msagali Primary school) 
each club now has 30 

members. We also facilitated two conservation film show 
in schools reaching about 52 students (30 female) students. 
The outdoor class session was conducted through bird 
watching activities ,two schools were reached (Chimlata 
and Manungu Primary School).

Sports
We managed to establish a 
hunters’ team at Ng’hambi 
village-Chimaligo sub-village, 
the team has 20 youth who are 
willing to stop the killings of 
birds and uptake other eco-
friendly income-generating 
activities. Nature Tanzania 

also supported a coach to participate in a coaches training 

course conducted in Dodoma for 3 weeks, the 
coach will be responsible to train the Hunters 
team and Korongo team to ensure team growth 
whilst addressing illegal killings of birds. We also 
supported the Korongo team to participate during 
the ward league competition; on this occassion, 
awareness on bird conservation was created.

Bird watching
Five bird watching activities have been conducted, 
involving students (members of environmental 
clubs), teachers and Nature Tanzania staff.

Supporting Community livelihoods
Nature Tanzania has supported beneficiaries in 
the project areas with asset distribution (apiary 
equipment ) and training on value addition 
(branding, labeling, packaging, and marketing). 
Seventy-four (74kg) of honey were harvested and 
sold out. Beekeeping initiatives are providing the 
best alternative source of income to members of 
local communities (including hunters), therefore 
proving to be a good approach for reducing the 
incidences of illegal killings of birds.

Publicizing conservation to communities
Nature Tanzania 
managed to distribute 
promotion materials 
(t-shirts) to project 
beneficiaries in the 
four project areas, the 
printed t-shirts have 

conservation messages in Swahili Ndege ni sehemu 
ya Maisha yetu tuwalinde na kuwatunza meaning 
Birds are part of our life and we are obliged to 
conserve them.

Natural honey is 
available in Kongwa 
District, we would 
like to welcome all 
of you to support 
local communities 
by purchasing honey 

products, this will reduce the illegal hunting of 
birds by ensuring food security. 
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MEMBERSHIP ENGAGEMENTS & FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITIES

Birdwatching Activities
Nature Tanzania organizes and conducts 
birdwatching activities across Tanzania mainland 
mostly in areas where we implement projects 
and programs. Birdwatching activities are meant 
to act as platform for learning,  knowledge 
exchange, networking and innovating approaches 
that foster positive human-wildlife interactions 
and sustainable utilization of natural resources. 
We choose birds over other species as flagship 
to conservation of a wider range of wildlife, so 

all wildlife enthusiasts  are warmly welcomed.
We closely interact and organize birdwatching 
with the University of Dar es Salaam Birdwatching 
Group and Attraction Birds Conservation (ABC).

University of Dar es Salaam Birdwatching 
Group

First Saturday: Every month
Contact: +255 758 336 769

Birding in Arusha
On Saturdays

Contact: +255 753 111 084

Birding in East Usambara Mountains
On Saturdays

Contacts: +255 654 898 154

Birding in Kyerwa, Kagera
On Saturdays

Contact: +255 758 468 977

You are welcomed to interact with us by joining any of the below birdwatching groups

Do you have a good conservation idea but no funding? Read below about ABC 
The African Bird Club (ABC) is a UK registered charity with the aims of supporting conservation of birds 
and their habitats in Africa. ABC runs a Conservation Awards Programme that supports small to medium 
sized conservation projects in Africa. Since 1996, it has supported a wide variety of projects including training 
courses, research into threatened species and promotion and awareness of conservation issues in Africa. 
The Conservation Awards aims to encourage as wide a range of ideas as possible, and funds approximately a 
maximum of £3,000 per project per year. About 10-15 Conservation Awards are given each year. Applications 
accepted are those from individuals residents of Africa or institutions based in Africa. Many different types of 
projects can be considered so long as there is a clear conservation objective. These could include: survey and 
research into African birds; educational projects or training courses; production of guides to the common 
birds of a country in local languages; interpretation material for nature reserves; other ideas will be considered. 
The African Bird Club gives out a smaller number of Expedition Awards up to a maximum of £5,000 each 
year for larger, more ambitious projects. These usually involve proponent travelling to a foreign country to 
undertake the project. Funding for these projects is often obtained from several sources. For more details 
including deadlines for applications please visit their website https://www.africanbirdclub.org/conservation-
fund-awards. You can also contact the ABC’s Tanzania Country Representative, Mr. Emmanuel Mgimwa 
through tanzania@africanbirdclub.org 

SDGS RElATED TO NATURE TANZANIA’S WORk

Nature Tanzania
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ENGAGING YOUTH IN NATURE CONSERVATION: A Case of the School 

Environmental Education in Derema (SEED Project) in East Usambara
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Nature Tanzania

The future of our natural resources is in the hands of 
youth; their engagement to learn and conserve nature is 
critical for the sustainability of wildlife resources. Nature 
Tanzania, which is committed to engage communities in 
nature conservation, recognizes the need for youth to be 
aware of the environment, care for it, and take action to 
conserve it.
In July 2022, Nature Tanzania was privileged to launch 
a new project the School Environment Education in Derema 
(SEED) Project funded by USAID through the USAID 
Tuhifadhi Maliasili Project. The SEED project is committed 
to the conservation of the Derema Forest Corridor, which 
connects the Amani Forest Reserve and Nilo Forest 
Reserve in East Usambara. The East Usambara, which 
is part of the Eastern Arc Mountain Range, has been 
classified as a global center of plant diversity, conceited the 
second highest diversity of plant species in Africa, and was 
designated as a Man and Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO 
in 2000. It has high conservation values that include a 
rain forest, biological diversity, endemic, endangered, 
and threatened flora and fauna, water catchment, and soil 
conservation values.

SEED Project is 
recognizes the 
contribution that 
young people can 
play in protecting 
and improving 
the environment. 
Thus, the project 
aims at developing 
a youth workforce 

that is aware of and concerned about the Derema Forest 
Corridor (DFC) and its associated problems. It builds 
capacity for pupils and teachers in six primary schools, 
namely Kwezitu, Antakae, Msasa IBC, Zigi, Kwemdimu, 
and Kamba. These primary schools are found in villages 
that are part of DFC; thus, training them will account 
for their actions, skills, and attitudes, which will account 
for the conservation of the corridor. It further includes 
two secondary schools, Zirai and Shebomeza, where 
the majority of students from the six primary schools 
are admitted to secondary education. This is to ensure 
the continuation of capacity building and engagement 
in nature conservation for pupils who go for secondary 
education.

The project trains students so that they have knowledge, 

skills, attitudes, and commitment to work 
individually and collectively towards DFC 
conservation. Through the participatory training 
approach, it guides students to understand the 
DFC, its significance, and the challenges it faces. 
It will further coach them on how they can use 
their skills and knowledge to conserve the corridor 
and its surroundings and wildlife. The project 
also, supports micro projects at school level which 
are under school committee including teachers, 
students and parents. These micro projects intend 
to build capacity of school to run sustainable 
economic activities that will raise income to 
be used in improving the school environment 
and infrastructures. Some of activities include; 
establishment of school gardens and tree nurseries 

It has been surprising how the strategies of SEED 
project have demonstrated successfully within 
only three months of implementation. By using 
diverse approaches, including a presentation by the 
facilitators, group discussions, outdoor activities, 
and student presentations, students have revealed a 
high level of passion and commitment to conserve 
nature.

In their presentations, pupils promised to make 
their homes and schools, a more environmentally 
friendly by planting trees and flowers and stopping 
to hunt and kill birds and other wildlife. They 
insisted on using the communication skills acquired 
from training to influence their parents, friends, 
relatives, and families to conserve and value nature.

Students have recently been engaged in birdwatching 
activities around their school campus, and it has 
been amazing to see how in just a few days they 
have been able to identify birds by both Swahili and 
English names. They have realized the significance 
of birds in the environment and enjoy bringing 
them as part of learning, humor, and friendship.

Story by Michael Nilongo &Lucia Romward
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Nature Tanzania

Story by: Alpha Mfilinge

This is a new project for Nature Tanzania aimed at 
expanding successful pilots to reduce poisoning and 
belief-based killings of Vultures by working with 
communities on both sides of the Mara-Serengeti 
transboundary ecosystem, and improve community 
livelihoods through better protection of livestock and 
adaptation of new sustainable livelihood options. The 
project is at early stages of implementation having 
been introduced in July at district level to government 
officials and to all villages that form Makao Wildlife 
Management Area ( WMA).
The  District Commissioner (DC), District 
Administrative Secretary (DAS), District Eecutive 
Director (DED), District Game Officer (DGO), 
District Development Officer (DDO), Chairperson 
- Makao WMA, General Secretary - Makao WMA, 
Treasurer - Makao WMA and other non-mentioned 
local government leaders   and community members 
were largely involed during the inception meetings 
conducted at different times. All involved partners and 
stakeholders welcomed the project and promised good 
collaboration and cooperation. 

The project’s introduction to the government was 
graced By Her Excellency Fauzia Ngatumbura Hamidu 
(third from left), the District Commissioner.

Introducing the project at village level - this activity 
involved Village Executives, Village Chairpersons 
and community members in ten villages that form 
Makao WMA. The project goal, objective, methods 
of implementation, and expected outcomes were 
introduced in each meeting followed by a discussion 
for clarifications of the arising concerns. Villagers in 
each village forming Makao WMA were happy about 
the project and promised to effectively cooperate to 

achieve all intended objectives at a high level.

Stakeholder engagement meeting - We also had a 
meeting with key stakeholders where the Executive 
Director of Nature Tanzania shared a general work 
plan and discussed the responsibilities of each 
stakeholder during project implementation. We 
agreed to put our efforts together so as to achieve all 
the intended objectives for the project.
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The thrill of birding at Karatu, Lake Eyasi and Mungere Swamp, Arusha
On 22nd September 2021, a team of three (Edwin 
Kamugisha, Isihaka Salim, and Samwel Christopher 
Slaa) traveled to explore what nature offers through 
birding. Karatu Dam was our first stop in the 
afternoon. The ¾ circular shaped dam (0.15 km2, 
estimate) is 2.5 km South-east of Karatu town. 
The dam is seasonal, sometimes dry depending on 
mainly two factors; the amount of annual rainfall 
available, and the intensity and frequency of human 
dependence for domestic use, agricultural use 
(irrigation), and use for infrastructure construction 
activities. Groups of waterbirds had concentrated 
on the far side of the dam so we had to get closer 
for a good view, sighting, and clear identification. 
Eighteen species were observed here; 3 being lifers 
to Samwel (upcoming birder), and a Southern Pochard 
(picture 1) was a lifer bird to all of us. We were in 
rush to Lake Eyasi, so less than an hour was spent 
at this dam. We took some pictures (though not 
good quality) for later use and reference. We had 
overnight at Chem Chem Campsite (picture 2) 
where we were welcomed by White-faced Scops-
Owl. The campsite offers a very cool place for 
camping and local food on order. Booking can 
be done via +255 768550506 or ngimbahamisi@
gmail.com. While chilling at night we looked at 
the pictures we had taken at Karatu dam so as to 
confirm all species that we had observed. A waah! 
to Southern Pochard which was overlooked, this 
was thrilling! Cheers followed for this lifer. The 
lifer species made our night cool and so we rested 
hoping to uncover more lifers and good birds on 
the next day.
On 23rd September 2022, we woke up at 5:30 for a 
new day, did all necessary preparations, and left the 
camp at 6:00 am.  Rufous Chatterer, Grey-backed 
Camaroptera, Eastern Grey Woodpecker, Emerald-
spotted Wood-dove, and African Palm Swift were 
the first five species on the list. It was the first 
experience for Kamugisha and Slaa to see African 
Palm Swift on perch (Picture 3), thanks to Isihaka 
who spotted the perching Swift. We walked 10 km to 
Lake Eyasi alongside Mang’ola road to Kisimangeda. 
On the way, the checklist kept on topping up with 
good birds including Beautiful Sunbird, Fischer’s 
Lovebird and many more. The lake shore was also 
rewarding as more species topped the list including 
Common Ringed Plover, Water Thick-knee, Grey-
headed Gull, Lesser Flamingo, Madagascar Bee-

eater, Barn Swallow, and Ruff. In the afternoon, we had a 
refreshing session in the small town of Barazani and later 
on took off for a walk back to the camp. We rounded up 
a day with 82 species.
On the second day at Eyasi, we decided to walk another 
route. As usual, we had everything packed by 6.00 am 
and so took off to explore the bushes and the other side of 
the soda lake. Across the bushes we observed interesting 
birds including White-headed Barbet, Zebra Waxbill 
(picture 4), Ashy Starling, Black-throated Barbet, African 
Hawk Eagle, Peregrin Falcon and Eastern Violet-backed 
Sunbird. The lake shore (Picture 5) rewarded us with 
wonderful waterbird species. This time, rewarding us 
an interesting lifer Chestnut-banded Plover (Picture 
6) to Isihaka, not to mention to Slaa, so many lifers for 
him this day. It was nice observing Kittliz’s Plover and 
Cape Teal as well. On our way back to the camp in the 
evening another gift unveiled, there were good singers 
the Usambiro Barbets (Picture 7), singing and swinging 
from branches to branches and trees to trees. This second 
day at Eyasi rewarded us 78 species. Herping was also 
part of our safari this day and we were lucky to spot the 
colorful Kenyan Rock agama Agama lionotus (both 
male and female), also a Speke’s Sand lizard Heliobolus 
spekii.
On 25th September 2021, we traveled back to Karatu, and 
revisited the dam to satisfy our thirst on the Southern 
Pochard. This time our concentration on this species 
was very high. Both males and females were seen and so 
our day was very thrilling. In the afternoon we left for 
Mungere Dam, located 6 km away from Kigongoni center 
on the way to Lake Natron. The place was very dry to the 
extent that we lost hope and we were making a decision 
not to proceed any farther until we met a Maasai boy 
(pastoralist) coming toward us. We asked this Morani if 
there was water and birds on the far end at the foothill of 
the rift valley. The Morani gave us hope that water had 
receded at a long distance but assured us that birds were 
in flocks down there. So, we moved on until we started 
seeing white! White! white, guess what!?, thousands of 
waterbirds dominated by African Spoonbills (Picture 
8). We also saw a flock of 25 endangered Grey Crowned 
Cranes. That afternoon, the birds of prey were on a 
hunt; African Fish Eagle and Black Kite taking lead in 
capturing little waders (Little Sandpiper, Little Stint, etc). 
Our birding ended in the nearby bushes and woodlands 
where we explored and sighted terrestrial species 
including the largest flying bird Kori Bustard, also Taita 
Fiscal, Chestnut Sandgrouse and Isabelline Wheatear 

CONSERVATION & BIRDING ARTICLES FROM NATURE TANZANIA MEMBERS
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(migrant). Non-avian wildlife, antelopes and rabbits 
were also seen. This was our last birding day and in 
the late evening, we traveled back to Arusha. A total 
of 144 bird species were observed during the entire 
birding trip. What a nice, thrilling adventure!

Same place similar seasons yet a significant 
difference in avian diversity! Karatu dam was 
revisited in September 2022 (one year since our last 
visit in September 2021). This time not even a single 
drop of water filled the dam (Picture 9&10), making 
it poor for birds with the exception of resistant 
species (Cattle Egrets associated with livestock and 
Pied Crows roaming to pick up anything edible). 
Observational findings reveal that water from the 
dam was intensively used for irrigation agriculture 
(water pumping machines were being used to pull 
water for irrigating the nearby vegetable farm, 
growing mainly onions, and tomatoes). We also 
noted that road construction companies used much 
more water from this dam for the ongoing road 
construction activities in Karatu peri-urban. Cattles 
as well depended much on this dam for drinking 
water. This reported scenario in Karatu is just one 
among many scenarios of water scarcity for bird 
life happening elsewhere. Therefore, advocacy for 
more identification of similar areas and scenarios is 
needed and so the integrative initiatives to balance  
the coexistence of humans and biodiversity.

The beauty of nature is much attributed by its’ 
components including the beautiful scenery and 
marvelous wild creatures. One of the pretty creature in 
the wild is the neat white, tall bird with black fathered 
crest on the back. It is commonly named as the Secretary 
bird (Sagittarius serpentarius). Its feathered crest on 
the back of its head gave rise to its name. The feathered 
crests genuinely resemble an elderly secretary holding 
classic quill pens behind his ears or an elderly clerk 
wearing a wig with vintage quill pens. The Secretary 
bird has the black feathered upper legs which gives it 
a more attractive and distinctive appearance, looking 
like a sporting bicycle shorts. The lower half is actually 
covered in scales.
The secretary birds is so impressive, it always walks 
majestically on the ground especially in open plains, 
grasslands and sometimes in open woodlands. When 
taking a flight, it firstly start with a bite of warm up 
starting to run before taking a rush similar to an airplane.
The Secretary bird is excellent predator, back in days 
when human were still genuinely nice to wild animals, 

A NEAT SECRETARY IN THE AFRICAN WILD
By Lucia Romward Reveliani
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1. Laptopelis parkeri, 
Parker’s forest Tree frog
If you ever think that 
amphibian aren’t really 
pretty, meet the  Parker’s 
forest Tree frog only found in 
Tanzania, endemic to Eastern 
arc mountains, restricted to 
submontane and montane 
forests of South Pare, 
East and West Usambara, 
Uduzungwa, Uluguru and 
Nguru mountains. One of the 
Tanzanian herpetologist and 

photographer, Mr. John Lyakurwa informs that it may 
sometimes be tricky to identify this frog as it tends to 
vary in color with range of geographical distribution. 
Their bright red eyes may be a diagnostic character. 
The frog is endangered by habitat loss and degradation 
caused by encroaching small-scale agriculture, selective 
logging, and fire

2. Atheris ceratophora, 
Usambara Bush Viper
Usambara is the one of the 
pretty snakes only found 
in Tanzania. It is Endemic 
to Eastern Arc Mountains, 

specifically in Usambara, Nguru,, Uluguru and 
Udzungwa. It as very good appearance mainly consisting 
of a yellowish-green, olive, gray or black ground color. It 
is well noticed by presence of horn like structure on the 
top of head, it has been sometimes referred as horned 
bush viper. The species is vulnerable to extinction.

3. Paragalago rondoensis, 
Rondo Dwarf Galago
Rondo Dwarf Galago is also 
called a Bushbaby. It is a small 
primate with long tails and 
large ears and eyes. They all 
have grooming claws, a tooth 
comb, and a pseudo-tongue. 

This species has distribution range along the coast of 
Tanzania. It is  threatened by habitat loss due to logging. 
One of the world’s most endangered primates, Rondo 
Dwarf Galago are the smallest of all the galago species. 
These nocturnal primates build daytime sleeping nests, 
commonly found in the canopy

COMMON OSTRICH (Struthio camelus).
Swahili Name: Mbuni
French Name: Autruche d’Afrique
Author; Elia W. Samwel (Birder)
Email: elisawildlife@gmail.com

Such a giant bird usually male looks black and white 
plumage in wings as well as tail, the female appears 
with sand colored feathers to grayish making it very 
similar to immature

Habitat – Common Ostriches prefer woodland and 
semi-arid region in Serengeti where they are usually 
spotted in open grasslands.

Feeding – Very fascinating bird with no teeth but 
actually omnivorous which mainly feed on plant 
leaves, fruits, roots, rodents, lizards, insects and other 
small vertebrates.

Record Breaker
• Ostrich is the only ratite bird in Africa.
• It is the fastest bird on the land which sprint up to 

70km/hr.
• Lays the largest egg than any other bird, 1.4kg equally 

to 24 eggs of domestic hen.
• The only bird which secret faeces separately with 

urine.
• They kick powerfully to defense also playing dead 

(thanatosis). 
• Serengeti national park and its reserves including 

Kijereshi Game Reserve, guarantee you a beautiful 
Ostrich sight.

it  used to reside on farmland and assist farmers in 
getting rid of pests and snakes from their agricultural 
grounds. Recently things have changed, human has 
harassed the pretty secretary of the wild that it is now 
threatened by extinction and classified as endangered 
in IUCN Red list. Major threats for its survival are 
habitat degradation, disturbance, hunting and 
capture for trade. Conservation initiatives are highly 
needed to strengthen conservation of the Secretary 
bird which is only found in Africa.

KNOW OUR NON-AVIAN ENDEMICS
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